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From the President
John Kennett

Changes to the Committee

At the March 29 Committee meeting, Glenn Draper 
stepped down as Secretary. Isabelle Moss was 
duly elected Secretary and Public Officer. Isabelle 
brings formidable organisational and managerial 
skills to the role. She is also an excellent presenter, 
something she demonstrated at Information Night 
in April, the first in the post-Genevieve era. Glenn 
celebrated his release by promptly putting a series 
of walks on the Program.

Ian Thorpe resigned from the Committee to allow 
Richard Quinn to take his place. Technically the 
Committee is restricted to nine members; Ian’s 
move freed up one position. Ian will continue to 
perform the Skills Enhancement function; Thuy will 
make any necessary representations on Ian’s behalf 
to Committee meetings. Meanwhile, Richard was 
elected to a new role, Technology Refresh, which will 
address the need to upgrade our website. Richard 
has a strong background in internet marketing. 

I jumped the gun last month nominating Bruno as the 
New Members Secretary. The position is still vacant 
until Bruno, Genevieve and any other aspirants to 
the position undertake a thorough induction. 

New Website Investigation 

SBW may be able to piggyback on work done by 
the Canberra Bushwalking Club to develop a mobile 
friendly, fully functional website. Linda Groom, a 
member of both SBW and CBC, has toiled more 
than 20 hours a week for more than two years to 
develop an exciting new website. Linda patiently 
conducted a walk through for SBW Committee 
members in March. The presentation was supposed 
to be about an hour but enthusiastic SBWs kept it 
going for more than two hours. 

A sub-Committee was subsequently formed at 
the March 29 Committee meeting to explore the 
feasibility of using the CBC model as the basis for a 
new SBW website. 

Bill Burke

I attended the funeral of Bill Burke in April. Bill was 
the longest serving member of the club, having 
joined in 1938 ! That title has now passed to Shirley 
Dean who joined in 1944.

15 SBWs attended the funeral. With the exception 
of myself, all are long serving legends of the club. 
Fazey Read, the Austins, the Stitts, Wayne Steele 
and others entertained me with many stories 
on the challenges of managing SBW; the current 
Committee are not facing anything new !

Shirley Dean, David Rostron and Don Finch gave 
eulogies. Don told numerous stories about good 
times with Bill, about successes and failures, 
wonderful and tough moments in the bush like a 
night on Mount Colong without water. 

Our club has changed enormously over the years 
since Bill joined but we all share something with past 
SBWs; the adventure, the excitement, the sense of 
achievement in the face of adverse conditions, the 
wonder of the bush. That has not changed a bit. 

Ashley Matheson

At the other end of the cycle of life, popular club 
member Cathy Hui gave birth to Ashley Lai Hei 
Matheson in March. Lai Hei is Cantonese for “gift of 
hope”. Cathy intends to bring young Ashley to his 
first club event soon - one of the Social Nights. 

90th Celebration

Alex Allchin (activities@sbw.org.au) is seeking 
suggestions to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the 
club, founded in October 1927. 

My idea is to replicate a famous SBW walk such as 
the Gordon Smith / Max Gentle 11 day walk from 
Capertee to Kurrajong in 1931. I put this idea to Jon 
Bell for a trip with Peter Bruce; Jon says it’s a goer 

mailto:activities@sbw.org.au
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but only for our 100th. Another candidate trip would 
be Ian Thorpe / Yuri Bolotin’s monumental north 
to south traverse of the Wollemi in 2011, though 
tackling that walk will require a very special form of 
persistence. 

Leaders Night and Tiggers

Free beer and food drew a healthy attendance at 
a Leaders Night in early April. There was robust 
discussion on such issues as how to encourage 
and assist new leaders, how to get young leaders 
and more women involved, and the need to clarify 
the requirements for Q walks (see on page 4). 
Unfortunately, no one stood up and said “leave it to 
me, I’ll sort it out”. So, I will be keeping an eye out 
for a potential Leaders Coordinator. 

We will hold more Leaders Nights in the future, 
perhaps focussing on one issue at a time, with a 
view to forming an action plan. 

At the invitation of Nicole Mealing, I attended a 
Tiggers social night in Surry Hills. To me, a few years 
over the age limit, the Tiggers have always seemed 
like a secret society. They welcomed my presence; I 
was not allowed to leave until having downed a few 
beers. While their main goal is to provide a social 
environment for younger members, I am hoping 
that the Tiggers will be a pathway to foster younger 
leaders, both men and women. It was great to see 
active leader, Jo Daly, at the event. 

Is This a Record for a First Lead Walk?

Mark Wigly lead his first ever walk on April 9, an old 
favourite, the Mount Solitary Traverse. Thirty five 
people asked to go on the walk! Naturally, the party 
was limited to a reasonable number consistent with 
safety - the first twelve applicants. Imagine getting 
35 people up the East Col. As it was, Mark had 
challenges with the smaller group. 

To be fair to other aspiring leaders who have not 
had such an exuberant response, there are a few 

weekends each year when an extraordinarily high 
percentage of members seem to be free to go 
bushwalking. The weekend before Easter might be 
one of those. (Tim Hager’s trip to Red Rocks was 
another walk that attracted a terrific attendance 
that weekend).

Volunteers

An indication of the strength and spirit of the club 
has been the fantastic support from members 
volunteering to undertake non-Committee roles and 
tasks. 

Tracey Avolio and Kylie Carter have put their hands up 
to be joint Social Secretaries supporting the monthly 
social night. Rachel Grindlay has picked up Walks 
Reporting. Vivien and Emmanuelle continue their work 
keeping the Newsletter and Magazine in business.  
 
Bill Raffle took on the job of updating our sadly 
out-of-date Leaders Profiles (eg one leader on the 
website had not lead a walk for 4 years). In a little 
over a week, Bill had not only coaxed more than 20 
people into submitting profiles, but had posted them 
on the website. They make great reading, especially 
when people describe why they love bushwalking. 
Bill did such a good job, I must find something else 
for him to do. 

Dr Tim has volunteered to be Gear Officer while 
a person who signs off as Short Notice Program 
Lackey (also known to friends as Tireless) is now 
doing the weekly walk notices. 

Get in touch if you would like to perform a voluntary 
role that is less demanding than a Committee 
position. 

Membership Rollover

A reminder that the annual membership rollover, 
managed by Thuy Ho, will soon take place. The 
rollover date is 31 May.

New members
Congratulations to the following new members approved at the April committee meeting:

Helen Zimmerman

Shona Lindsay

Sophie Petersen

Margaret St Hill

Lyn McFeeter
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Compeer Friendship Program: Bringing People 
Together. 

Compeer is a social inclusion program aimed at 
decreasing social isolation among people living with 
mental illness. This is done by matching people 
living with mental illness (friends) to a volunteer 
who shares similar interests to meet up together for 
four hours a month for social outings. These outings 
can include going for bushwalks, catching up for 
coffee, or any other activity that can be done in a 
public place which is of interest to both volunteer 
and friends. This dynamic makes Compeer a truly 
enjoyable volunteer experience.

Brian from Greenwich has been a volunteer partner 
with Max (not his real name) since the beginning 
of the program. He says they have become firm 
friends and enjoy meeting up regularly. 

“I have gained so much from our friendship and 
have been able to make a worthwhile contribution 
to someone else,” says Brian. 

“We have done an almost endless number of 
activities together – learning surfboarding, going 
to movies, the zoo, museums, bush and beach 
walks. We’ve also attended many Compeer picnics, 
Christmas lunches and annual dinners together. 
Through him I have learned how very simple things 
can bring so much pleasure.”

Compeer has been so successful that the Program 
is now expanding to include more areas in Western 

Sydney and the Blue Mountains.

Cassandra Masters, Western Sydney Area 
Coordinator of Compeer, is excited that the Compeer 
program is rolling out to more suburbs.

“Being a Compeer volunteer can be challenging but 
it is very rewarding, and research shows that one 
of the best ways of combating the stigma around 
mental illness is for more people to have personal 
contact with someone living with mental illness,” 
says Ms Masters. 

“In particular, evaluations of Compeer highlight how 
gaining a greater understanding of mental health 
can reduce stigma. Then we can build a more 
inclusive community where everyone is valued as 
unique individuals.”

If you can spare one hour per week, or four hours 
over a month, and are interested in a rewarding 
volunteer experience in the mental health sector 
with the St Vincent de Paul Society Compeer 
Program contact Compeer at compeer@vinnies.org.
au.

Note from the editor: the club was contacted a 
couple of month ago about Compeer. I decided to 
volunteer and have been matched with a friend. I 
can confirm that the simplest of thing can bring a 
huge change in others’ lives. 

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

The latest edition of the  
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for 

downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalker-

archives/

http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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April 2017 Crossword
Richard Pattison

Back by popular demand (the editor wants me to 
be specific, “popular” needs to be quantified, fine, 
popular = 2 members). A test of SBW knowledge, 
bushwalking history and locations. 

Across

2) In 1802, this explorer, an Ensign in the Royal 
Navy, almost solved the problem of finding a route 
west across the Blue Mountains, but was forced to 
retreat in Christies Creek near Kanangra just a few 
KM from achieving the goal (9).

5) A Major of the Australian army who explored and 
mapped the Wollangambe and Colo rivers, detailed 
in a chapter of his autobiography “the bad bit across 
the river”. Has a cave near The Island named after 
him (5).

6) The rocks where Tom Brennan hosts abseil 
workshops (9).

7) Acronym for national park (1,1).

9) The Great ____ Walk (5).

11) Name of a canyon feature near Kanangra, 
Thurat ___ (4).

12) A tent is one (7).

Down

1) Some caves (7).

2) Home of the Seven Gods Pinnacles (9).

3) A colloquial name for a type of big goanna (9).

4) The starting point for the walk to Dante’s Glen 
(6).

8) SBW 1950’s transport, “The ____-mobile”, named 
after Colin. (4)

10) The most common thing a canyoneer says (3). 
Hint: canyons are cold.

Answers on page 17

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

I too have a comment on another article by Richard 
Pattison in the March magazine, lauding what he 
considers to be the toughest leaders in the club. 

Could Richard please include a category: Most 
Mediocre Leader. That is, the leader who puts on the 
most, best attended, medium intensity M222s in a 
year.  That way I can win something. I can also get 
a mention in the charts which show only the hardest 
and the softest, omitting the average. 

Yours Sincerely, Anonymous. 

Q walk requirements

Qualifying walks include:

• Approximately 6 hours walking excluding breaks 
per day (equates to 7.5 or 8 hours ie a full day 
in the bush) 

AND any one of the following in the course of the 
walk

• About 2 hours walking off track (including rough 
footpads and well defined open ridges)

• One or more climbs of 300 metres up a steep 
slope

• At least 2km of rock hopping

• Rock scrambling
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Susi Prescott had it all. A large, busy family, a school teaching job she loved, a home on Sydney’s  
leafy North Shore. But with the sudden demise of her thirty-year marriage, her world crumbles.

To everyone’s surprise, especially her own, Susi makes a momentous decision. She packs up her  
former life and moves to the city of Arequipa in Peru, where she starts working at Colegio Elohim,  
a struggling school at the foot of the Andes. She plans to reinvent herself, do some good, to heal.

Arequipa teases with contrasts: colonial elegance ringed by sprawling slums; worldly affluence  
alongside grinding poverty; rich intellectual talent decrying corruption and sexism; while the joy  
of song and dance transcends all barriers. Susi learns valuable lessons about hardship and injustice;  
about turning disaster into opportunity; about the nature of conflict and forgiveness. 

She may even learn how to fall in love again . . .

‘Courageous, beautifully written, understated … a book that remains with you, and an inspiration  
for women of all ages to pursue their dreams and create some hope in a world of conflict.’ 

—award-winning author Susanne Gervay

‘Susi Prescott has a unique, surprising and discerning eye. Her companionable honesty, her joy,  
and her spirited discourse make for much learning and laughter.’

—Janet Fennell, author, writing teacher, librarian

‘A balanced view of a brave and generous woman immersed in the reality  
of Peru’s underprivileged. Compassionate, funny and exciting.’  

—Patricia Roberts, poet (USA and Peru), international Tai Chi instructor

Where Hummingbirds Dance has been selected by the Independent Bookshop collective Leading Edge for  
their 2017 Mothers’ Day Catalogue and by Collins Booksellers Australia for their 2017 Autumn Reading Guide.

All proceeds generated by sales will go to Colegio Elohim, Empowerment through Education, giving desperately  
marginalised Peruvian youngsters an alternative to teenage pregnancy and a life of crime.

Release 1 April 2017 Xoum Publishing www.xoum.com.au | www.susiprescott.com

PRAISE FOR THE BOOK
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Social Program

Wed 19 Apr - Western Japan: Eight mountains and Five beauty spots. Richard Darke’s account 
of the latest of Leigh McClintock’s popular series of Japanese walking and cultural adventures. This time 
experiencing the wonderful display of autumn colours Japan has to offer.

Wed 17 May - Highlights of the Dolomites. Kenn Clacher has led several SBW walks to the long-
distance Alta Via 1, 2, 3 and 4 routes in the spectacular World Heritage Dolomites region of north-
eastern Italy and has also undertaken further walking and skiing trips there. This presentation will cover 
the highlights of these trips with a bias towards the via ferrata (steep sections assisted by steel cable) 
parts of the routes.

If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio: social@sbw.org.au 

All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm 
unless otherwise stated. The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.

Why not join other club members for dinner at “The Pizzeria Rio”, a cheap pizza place that is next door 
to the Kirribilli Neighbourhood centre in Fitzroy Street. Club members assemble there from 6.00pm on.

Where Hummingbirds dance
Vivien de Remy de Courcelles

The latest book of long term SBW member Susi 
Prescott has just been released. It is a memoir of 
the past ten years which took Susi from Australia 
to Peru. 

All proceeds from sales will go towards Colegio 
Elohim, the school Susi supports in the slums of 
Arequipa, Peru and that she presented to the club 
during a social night in 2012.

Susi will be presenting her book at the following 
venues :

Thursday, April 27th at 1 pm, Naremburn 
Library. 7 Central Street, Naremburn (Ph : 9439 
5584)

Thursday, May 4th at 6.30 pm, Berkelouw 
Bookshop. 12/14 Park Street, Mon Vale  (Ph: 9979 
2112)

http://berkelouw.com.au/events/writers-live-susi-
prescott-introduces-where-hummingbirds-dance

Tuesday, May 9th at 10.30 am, Turramurra 
Library. 5 Ray Street, Turramurra  (Ph: 9424 0480)

http://www.kmc.nsw.gov.au/Things_to_do/
Events_activities/Whats_on/Author_encounter_
with_Susi_Prescott.
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The Sustainability Corner
For all our good work in conservation and the environment, it can be quickly undone by where our very 
own money is invested by others. Advocacy groups regularly call for us to make our banks accountable 

for their actions but we often forget that a lot of our personnal wealth is held in the form of our 
superannuation funds.

It is easy to check how both our banks and our superannuation or investment funds are rated from 
an environmental perspective and either send them a message or switch to another institution. See 

rating for banks here and rating for super here. Super and investment funds are also rated by the Asset 
Owners Disclosure Project. 

social@sbw.org.au
http://berkelouw.com.au/events/writers-live-susi-prescott-introduces-where-hummingbirds-dance
http://berkelouw.com.au/events/writers-live-susi-prescott-introduces-where-hummingbirds-dance
http://www.kmc.nsw.gov.au/Things_to_do/Events_activities/Whats_on/Author_encounter_with_Susi_Prescott
http://www.kmc.nsw.gov.au/Things_to_do/Events_activities/Whats_on/Author_encounter_with_Susi_Prescott
http://www.kmc.nsw.gov.au/Things_to_do/Events_activities/Whats_on/Author_encounter_with_Susi_Prescott
http://www.marketforces.org.au/banks/compare
https://www.marketforces.org.au/campaigns/super/ 
http://aodproject.net/
http://aodproject.net/
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April 2017 Anniversaries
Richard Pattison

SBW has a long and proud history, this month marks 
the anniversary of two remarkable trips during our 
first 90 years. I’d like to honour those that achieved 
these two noteworthy goals.

65 years ago, April 1952.

Paddy Pallin led the first recorded crossing of the 
Ettrema Gorge at Easter 1952, their second attempt 
having found the Saltwater Creek bridge washed-
away the previous Easter. It is understood that 
Frank Peters led a SUBW party across the gorge in 
1950 or 1951 a little further north but the trip wasn’t 
documented. Colin Atkinson wrote in the May 1996 
magazine:

“The ruggedness and inaccessibility of this area are 
extremely impressive and it is easy to understand 
why it was not until Easter 1952 that Paddy Pallin 
and Paul Howard finally discovered this route down 
to the west into Ettrema Gorge and opened the area 
up for full exploration.”

Starting from Yalwal, Paddy’s party made their way 
over Morley saddle and across to Possibility Point 
(see photos below: view north from Possibility 
Point), which turned-out not to offer a possible pass 
through the cliff-line, however, they backtracked 
and discovered the Dog Leg cave and nearby Pauls 
Pass into Cinch Creek and thence to Ettrema Creek. 
These features had been named by Paul Howard 
during the planning phase having reviewed distant 
photos: “there was a point which had distinct 
possibilities and if that failed, the creek was a cinch”.

They then named Howards Crown and pioneered 
a route up and through the cliff-line via Howards 
Pass. From there they bashed across to Tullyangela 
clearing and “terra cognito”, completing their 
adventure via the flooded Shoalhaven at Badgerys 
Crossing. 

It seems the going was much faster back in the 
1950s with a bridle trail and goldminers track 
network still discernible. In fact, in August 1959 
Colin Putt organised a SBW trip to tidy-up and clear 

the tracks to keep them open for future exploration 
of the gorge. It was about 4 hours’ walk from Yalwal 
to Possibility Point back then, amazing, nowadays 
the regenerated Ettrema scrub has doubled that 
effort. Only SBW’s most toughest leaders now 
consider leading a trip into that rugged wilderness.

You can read Wal Roots’ trip report from the June 
1952 SBW magazine here: http://sbw.ozultimate.
com/wiki/195206#ettrema_gorge

50 years ago, April 1967

Don Finch and Dot Butler led a SBW party on the first 
recorded descent of Apsley Gorge near Armidale in 
the New England Tablelands. A large party of 15 
descended the gorge over 4 days with many swims 
and water-jumps, but no rope-work. Progress was 
much slower than anticipated with boulder-strewn 
block-ups, slippery rocks and ever-present rock fall 
danger. It sounds epic.

Frank Rigby in the June 1990 magazine praised the 
descent:

“That adventure in the Apsley Canyon at Easter, 
1967, the first ever through the Canyon, was 
one of the great SBW classics and deserves to be 
recorded before all the participants die of old age or 
something worse.”

While Patrick James in October 1997 wrote in his 
Editorial:

“Two articles on the one walk in Apsley Gorge may 
seem extravagant however this was an excellent 
opportunity for two different views of the same 
walk.”

You can read the two accounts here:

Dot Butler (SBW May 1967): http://sbw.ozultimate.
com/wiki/196705#wildlife_in_the_apsley_river_
gorge

Don Finch (SBW July 1967): http://sbw.ozultimate.
com/wiki/196707#yet_another_bungle

http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/195206#ettrema_gorge
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/195206#ettrema_gorge
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/196705#wildlife_in_the_apsley_river_gorge
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/196705#wildlife_in_the_apsley_river_gorge
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/196705#wildlife_in_the_apsley_river_gorge
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/196707#yet_another_bungle
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/196707#yet_another_bungle
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Rachel Grindlay

Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here.  Email your photos to   
editor@sbw.org.au

Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an 
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au. 

Walks and Activities Report

15 Jan 2017 Lower North Bowens Canyon Blue Mountains NP

The walk started off in mild temperatures and light rain, we followed the fire 
road down to the entry trail and descended down the side creek which is worth 
the trip on its own right as the trail twists and turns down the gully with many 
climb downs, traverses and some very slippery sections, the gully section had 
many picturesque fern gullies and falls, We then reached North Bowen creek 
and put our wetsuits and gear on, then off we went down the canyon, this can-
yon has two main abseils and a couple of minor "practice" abseils. I decided 
this time to go down the waterfalls instead of the usual rock wall abseils which 
worked out well. The lower section is full of swims, rock hopping, down climbs 
and negotiating logs and snags, the canyon ends soon after the South Bowen 
Creek junction where we got changed and had lunch.

The canyon exit track is initially steep with some minor climbing and the settles 
into a moderate uphill back to the fire trail and then the cars.

A really good day out.

Terry Moss

Isabelle Moss
Jo Daly
Ross Jamieson
Rod Wales
Marcia Kaye
Jeff Boyd
Stephen Dolphin
Melinda Turner 
Jodie Dixon

P Members

Libby Mackenzie

2 Mar 2017 Sugarloaf Bay Willoughby

A smaller group of six tonight for the Sugarloaf Bay walk - some even decided 
to start the night with some stair repeats. A lovely evening was spent on the 
undulating tracks skirting Middle Harbour enjoying the lovely views of the bay. 
The spiders were out in full force spinning their webs.

Genevieve Savill

Tracy Edwards
Philip Worledge
Susan Healey
Jenny Stephens

P Members

Alex Michie

3 Mar 2017 Great Wall and Torbane Balcony Mugii Murum-ban SCA

ok

Yuri Bolotin

Daryl Watson

4 Mar 2017 Spencer Circuit Dharug NP

I was astonished when so many people asked to come on this not so lovely trip, 
and even more astonished when none cancelled after a week of pouring rain 
and a bleak weather forecast. It was so damp, wet and misty that the group 
had to settle for my verbal description of the advertised fantastic river views 
from the ridge above Spencer; nothing could actually be seen. Not even the 
Prospectives complained as we pushed through endless scrub and sat in the 
rain to eat lunch after I failed to locate the promised dry "lunch" cave. What a 
group ! The spirit of SBW! 

The walk was partly motivated to check out the possibility of walking from the 
bottom right hand corner of Dharug NP to Devils Rock in Yengo NP. If I do go 
ahead with this walk, lets say the morning of the first day will be challenging.

John Kennett

Geoff Goodyer
Robert Carter
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Margaret Rozea
Margot Bull

P Members

Marika Sallot Des 
Noyers
Paul Fien
Craig Laslett
Alex Alperovich
Margaret St Hill

http://sbw.org.au/walk-reporting
mailto:editor%40sbw.%20org.au?subject=
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4 Mar 2017 Centennial Park - Basic Skills Workshop

Basic navigation, bush craft and first aid skills required for Prospective Mem-
bers seeking to advance to Full Member status.

Ian Thorpe

Alex Allchin
David Angell
Jim Close
Jim Collier
Glenn Draper
Don Finch
Carley Finn
Thuy Ho

P Members

Wendy Au
Julian Blair
Yvonne Chan
Grace Cho
Anastasia Cowley
Ronald Daubaras
Jan Davies
Walid El-Khoury
Jaclyn Fletcher
Lisa Grant
Paul Huntely
Kavita Joshi
Simon Karantonis
Hikaru Kuroki
Shona Lindsay
Tom MacDonald
Robert McCormack
Sophie Petersen
Olga P

7 Mar 2017 Seven Bridges Sydney Harbour Foreshore

Another wet day for walking this rather long however not overly challenging 
walk around the upper reaches of Sydney Harbour and the Parramatta River. 
Despite the weather we had good attendance for this joint walk with the Bush 
Club and a good roll-up for our usual post-walk debrief at the Kirribilli Hotel!

Robert Carter

Margaret Rozea
Steve Watson

P Members

Margaret St Hill
Bruce Donnelley
Peter Tzavellas
Kavita Joshi

Visitors

Rhiannon Watson
Ali Mahmoodian (BC)
Bill Bondoc (BC)

10 Mar 2017 Suspended Barbican Traverse Mugii Murum-ban

ok

Yuri Bolotin

Ian Starkey
Daryl Watson

P Members

Patrick Lorrimer

http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-first-aid.seo
http://www.bushwalk.com
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11 Mar 2017 Caves Beach to Birdie Beach Munmorah SRA

Fabulous weather for this scenic coastal walk, and a huge ocean swell providing 
a dramatic backcloth. For the first time in 10 or more visits, despite it being 
the low tide of the month, we could not enter the pirate's cave at Timber Beach 
due to the rough seas, or swim on the many beaches, but still enjoyed a great 
day out.

Richard Darke

Andrew Vilder
Virginia Waller
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Pam Campbell
Jenny Stephens
Tim Yewdell
Susan Healey

P Members

Ramnanathan 
Sivagurunathan
Tina Corbridge
Ian Corbridge

11 Mar 2017 Wahroonga to Kuring-gai Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Our convivial group of mostly prospective members saw Cockle and Cowan 
Creeks at their sparkling best on this clear Autumn day. Thanks to everyone 
for overcoming the transport challenges (track work) and contributing to this 
very enjoyable day.

Lucy Moore

Jan Spencer
Sarah Gough
David Bell

P Members

Gina Binetti
Alison Winn
Heran Kim
Joan Ho
Dale Baker
Ronald Daubaras
Hikaru Kuroki
Wilhelmina von 
Buellen
Amanda Allen

Visitor

Sue Spencer

11 Mar 2017 Sandy Ck Morton NP

A beautiful day with good company. The walk to Rebeccas View is on fire trails. 
A nice lookout over the Sandy Ck Valley was enjoyed by all. The interesting 
part of the walk began. I had read about an old winch cable which provides 
access down a steep gully through the 90 metre cliff. We found it in good con-
dition and used it as a hand over hand line. The lower section required more 
care. After I tested it out and the party gave consent, we continued to the base 
of the cliff line. We then followed the water course through vines and loose 
rocky ground to Sandy Ck. Here we found a healthy waterway with good flow 
after recent rains. We enjoyed lunch and went back up along a spur which was 
much faster than following the gully. We then climbed back up the winch cable 
to a well earned rest at the lookout. Thanks to Geoff and Teng Fei for a chal-
lenging and enjoyable day out.

Paul Barton

Geoff Goodyer

P Members

Teng Fei Dong

11 Mar 2017 Colo River, pass 6 to Boorai ridge Wollemi NP

A perfect late summer day for this walk. It was warm enough to swim many of 
the pools in the river, but also quite pleasant on the climb out. And we had the 
sense of isolation that is typical of the Colo until we met a couple of fisherman 
at Boorai ridge. The river level is very low at the moment - a number of the 
pools that are usually long swims can be waded for much of their length.

Tim Hager

Joan Chen

P Members

Alex Aplerovitch
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11 Mar 2017 Coast Track by Moonlight Royal NP

What a spectacular evening/night for this walk with a difference along the 
iconic Coast Track. Clear skies, a near full moon and just enough light cloud on 
the horizon to provide a very colourful sky as the sun set.

We met at Cronulla Station to walk down and catch the 5.30 pm ferry to Bun-
deena before setting out to walk the coast in the light of the near full moon – 
and assisted by headlamp. Sunset was viewed as we walked along Marley and 
Little Marley however we were soon walking in the quietness of the twilight.

Dinner was had at Wattamolla which we shared with a heard of Deer (signage 
noted culling would recommence from 13/3/17 to June however no alerts on 
the NPWS website!!! Called NPWS to flag this and appears that there is not 
much interest in placing an alert on the web site – suppose that’s fair enough 
as it is just some guys wandering around with guns). Interestingly there was 
very little wildlife out and about except for a couple of large grey toads, a soli-
tary Wallaby crashing through the scrub and deer. There were two large groups 
camped at Little Marley and North Garie ……

One of our group had a very hard earned experience of what not to do – wear-
ing new boots that hadn’t been worn in – and suffered the consequences … 
ouch !

A slow end to the walk however arrived at Otford Station in time to catch the 
4.10 am train back to Sydney.

This walk exceeded my expectations and definitely a repeat visit is required 
following the current culling activities.

Robert Carter

Huw ap Rees
Alexa Bullen
Kate Griffiths
Brenda McLennon

P Members

Peter Tzavellas
Walid El-Khoury
Mark Seiler

11 - 12 Mar 2017 Merrigal Creek, Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

After a wet week, we had fine weather, and at last the creeks in the area were 
flowing. Day 1 was a pleasant saunter along the river, arriving at Merrigal creek 
at 4 pm.

An early start on Sunday allowed us to finish the first climb in cool weather - 
leaving a hot climb up Hobbles for midday. Back to the cars by 2.30pm

Tim Sutherland

Margaret Rozea 
Roger Browne

P Members

Sophie Petersen
Helen Zimmerman
Jaclyn Fletcher
Craig Laslett
Margaret St Hill

12 Mar 2017 Loftus - Audley - Sutherland Royal NP

We had perfect weather for this very pleasant walk. There were several spots 
where we could especially enjoy the scenery, such as the section where we 
walked alongside Hacking River; the lookout up top; the waterfall on Tempta-
tion Creek; and a waterhole on Saville’s Creek. There was some tricky naviga-
tion in the area around Temptation Creek where tracks ran off in different di-
rections. Nevertheless, we reached the streets of Sutherland without difficulty, 
albeit by using one or two “unplanned” tracks. We rounded off the trip with 
some welcome drinks in a Sutherland cafe. (Photos by Vincent Murray.)

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
Denise Woodcock
Brian Tomney
Vincent Murray

P Members

Maggie Fung
Hyphen Chan
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12 Mar 2017 Jamison Valley Circuit Blue Mountains NP

This is another one of my favorite routes in Blue Mountains NP I led for SBW & 
SHC several times since 2015.

After posting short notice activity, I received sixteen responses including four 
prospective and eight full members from SBW and four from SHC. Four SBW 
full members dropped out prior to walk days due to personal reason. Thirteen 
of us made a good size of party started walk at 8:20 AM along Darwins Track, 
had early morning tea at lower Wentworth Falls at 9:40 AM (10 minutes), 10:30 
AM at Hipporcene Falls for 5 minutes break, 11:00 AM at Vera Falls for another 
5 minutes break, and 11:20 AM upper Vera Falls for the second morning tea 
(20 minutes). We then crossed Den Fenella creek and walked overgrown “Rob-
ertson Pass”, climbed about 350 meters and arrived at “Moya Point” at 14:05 
PM, and had lunch break for 30 minutes before leading to Gladstone Lookout. 
We passed Lilian Bridge to Edinburgh Castle Rock and arrived at Wentworth 
Conservation Hut at 16:15 PM, 15 minutes after Hut closed. It was pity we did 
not have ice cream and hot coffee there. We had 10 minutes short break at car 
park of Hut and then walked along Overcliff track, Breakfast Point look out, Un-
dercliff to upper Wentworth Falls. We returned to car park of Wilson Park along 
Darwins Track. All of us arrived at car park by 18:07 PM with smile face. Some 
of us got leeches bitten unfortunately during walk. Four prospective members 
completed walk well. Many thanks Mark and Wayne for carrying day pack for a 
poorly-prepared walkers. Thanks all of you for your accompany.

Peter Cai

Mark Wigley
Wayne Gardner
David Hou
Patricia Huang

P Members

Joan Ho
Dinesh Aeora
Sarah Binks
Edie Zhang

Visitor

Carrie Gao
Stone Wang
Jenny Zheng
Lixin Zhang

12 Mar 2017 Leura Blue Mountains NP

A lovely day with wonderful views. We had lunch before the climb up Sublime 
Point and finished around 2pm.

Angela Barton

Michael Barton
Chris Dowling
Carley Finn
Jim Collier
Scott Lee
Jose Correa

Can’t think of a walk to lead?

There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found 
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the 
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past! 

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!

http://www.sbw.org.au/
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12 Mar 2017 Ashcroft Ravine Blue Mountains NP

We abseiled in just before the canyon section of Franki Creek (an enjoyable 
canyon) and continued along Wentworth Creek. We exited via a somewhat 
sketchy climb with dead tree roots up the exit gully. Once out of the canyon, a 
nice foot pad was found on the ridge. Everyone had a great day.

Ed Squires

Neil Soutar
Josette Squires

18 Mar 2017 Airly Frustum and Airly Turret Slot Mugii Murum-ban

ok

Yuri Bolotin

Ian Starkey
Linda Starkey
Damon da Costa

Visitors

Johanne Laache
Karen Abel

19 Mar 2017 Corroboree Circuit McPherson State Forest

For second time in two weeks, no cancellations despite miserable weather all 
week, and a very rainy start. SBW - what a hardy lot!

The leeches lay in wait but the party pressed on to some wonderful aboriginal 
art, and some fun traverses including two interesting water crossings where 
normally there is barely a puddle. Had to jointly make some careful decisions in 
the interests of safety, particularly finding a safe path to The Three Birds when 
the usual access was deemed too much like a slippery dip. As is so often the 
case, the wet morning conditions gave way to a sunny afternoon. So glad we 
did not opt for the easy option of giving up and staying home. Congrats to Lyn 
who now qualifies for full membership.

John Kennett

Jim Collier
Carley Finn
Margaret Rozea
Paul Barton
Alexa Bullen
Robert Carter

P Members

Paul Fien
Mandy McLean
Chris ONeil
Lisa Grant
Jan Davies
Lyn McFeeter

19 Mar 2017 Clean Up Australia Day at Little Marley Royal NP

SBW annual cleanup at Little Marley Beach. After a week of rain it turned out 
to be a very pleasant day for cleaning up the beach, having a swim and enjoy-
ing the scenery. We collected about 10 bags of rubbish and a couple of bigger 
items and carried them up to the fire trail for the rangers to collect. There were 
also track workers near Little Marley installing some very serious board walks 
on both ends of the beach and beyond. Clearly increasing visitor numbers are 
putting the Royal NP park under increasing pressure making our annual clean 
up more important than ever.

Dirk Goes

Leigh McClintock
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles
Brian Tomney
Neil Cartwright

Visitors

Justine de Remy de 
Courcelles (4)
Kyong Choe
Kai Goes (13)
Southerly Goes (10)
Henry Watney (9)
Sam Carrard (10)
Mark Carrard (7)
Claire Forrest
Roy Forrest (13)
Riley Jephcott (13)
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19 Mar 2017 Mt Victoria Blue Mountains NP

RAIN, RAIN and more RAIN for the week before the walk. We managed to do 
the walk although the ground was soaked, it rained half the day and the mist 
made the spectacular views non-existant. The rain stopped around midday and 
then we sweltered in the sun and the humidity. A very enjoyable walk.

Angela Barton

Chris Dowling
Michael Barton
Peter Marshall

P Members

Nick Rutledge 
Kavita Joshi
Rachel King
Megan Lewis
Paula Lay
Zante Walker
Christine Smith
Andrew Van Der 
Saag

19 Mar 2017 Coastal Track Bouddi NP Bouddi NP

After one attempt to run this walk thwarted by the weather we finally got it 
going on 19 March with people coming by train to Woy Woy or by ferry from 
Palm Beach. Two simple car shuffles running in parallel got everyone to the 
start point at the northern end of the coastal track for Bouddi NP. The murky 
morning weather cleared off and we had fine and sunny conditions from 11am. 
With all the rain the track was quite slippery and muddy. Visibility improved 
from the murk at 9am to unlimited by lunch time. Maitland Bay Beach was a 
good lunch spot as it had some shade and time for a few to look for the remains 
of the wreck of the Maitland. The best part of the track lies between Maitland 
Bay and Putty Beaches as it clings to the rock face above the ocean swell. Ice 
creams were had after the slog across the long Putty Beach and then as we 
gained altitude on the ridges between Putty and Box Head Pittwater, Broken 
Bay and Cowan Creek came into view. Flannel Flower track took us through 
bushland that has rejuvenated since the fires finally delivering us to Wagstaffe 
wharf. The day was complete with the ferry ride back across Broken Bay to 
Palm Beach

Roger Treagus

Sarah Homewood
Sebastian Brunston
Sarah Gough
Melinda Long
Gail Mackenzie
Jan McLean
Christine Brunston

P Members

Peter Tzaverlias
John Gandin
Vivianna

Visitors

Rita Riccio (NPA)
Andrew West (NPA)
Ann Sharp (NPA)
Colleen Louden 
(NPA)
Ronald Gornall (NPA)

22 - 28 Mar 2017 Cowombat Flat Kosciuszko NP, Alpine NP

Following an overnight camp at Taylors Crossing, the walk started with rain 
and low cloud so we experienced a damp first night at Cowombat Flat. The rain 
eased the next morning for our trip to find the source of the Murray River and 
the historic cairn marking the border between NSW and Victoria. However, the 
low cloud hung around so instead of ascending mountains we headed to Tin 
Mine Huts. A magnificent night sky at the huts and the next morning was sunny 
so we climbed Mt Pilot on our way back to Cowombat. We walked out to the car 
the next morning and returned to Sydney via the Barry Way and Jindabyne. No 
walking to the Cobberas this time due to the low cloud and the absence of good 
water. That will await a future trip.

David Bell

Don Andrews
Anthea Michaelis

Help needed

Remember to please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other mem-
bers can have the opportunity to take your place.

We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think about 
what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are 

familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for. 
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25 Mar 2017 Katoomba Blue Mountains NP

The weather had been awful for weeks before the programmed walk and it re-
ally wasn't safe to attempt. So I changed the route!! Better safe than sorry. We 
kept a good pace along the Federal Pass and had lunch at the lookout above 
the cave. No rain, a few leeches and great company.

Angela Barton

Jose Correa
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
Melinda Long
Petros Nikoloudis
Arun Kumar

P Members

Hikaru Kuroki
Ronald Daubaras
Gary Pogson
Amanda Allan
Gina Binetti
Linda Quek
Julian Saban
Mark Sieler
Nick Rutledge
Sue Riakos
Helen Zimmermen
Yanwen Shao

25 - 26 Mar 2017 Wog Wog to Mt Tarn Budawangs

The wet weather prior to the walk meant that creeks were flowing strongly 
and we were walking in ankle deep water for extended periods. But overall the 
weather was kind with a few showers on Saturday and a brilliant sunny Sunday 
(when most of us couldn't resist a swim in the Corang River). The side trips to 
Admiration Point and Yurnga Lookout were both worth the effort, with great 
views of Currockbilly and more familiar peaks such as Owen and The Castle. 
The camp sites were very wet underfoot, so we adjourned to a comfortable 
cave for Saturday night. And the waterfalls on the Corang River were most 
impressive after the rain.

Tim Hager

Alexa Bullen
Bill Raffle
Glenn Draper
Jo Daly
Margaret Rozea
Matthew Dickerson
Melinda Turner

P Members

David Chan
Julian Blair
Kavita Joshi
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26 Mar 2017 Mount Jellore Nattai NP

The sun came out for the first time in 3 weeks. This gave us extensive views 
from summit of Mt Jellore. Everyone walked well and enjoyed themselves. 
Thanks everyone for a great day out.

Paul Barton

Robert Schroettner
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles

P Members

Anthony Powell

Visitor

Elain Tan

26 Mar 2017 Grose Valley Double Yoyo Blue Mountains NP

This is one of my favorite routes in Blue Mountains NP I usually walk at least 5 
times each year.

After posting short notice activity, I received fourteen responses including four 
prospective and three full members from SBW, six from SHC and one visi-
tor (the friend of one prospective member) Four walkers including one SBW 
prospective member dropped out prior to walk days due to illness or personal 
reasons. Eleven of us made a good size of party and gathered in Leura Public 
School at 8:00 AM, and then we drove to Lockley Pylon trackhead at Mount 
Hay. We started walk at 8:30 AM along Lockley Pylon Track, had the first morn-
ing tea at Da Faur Head at 10:10 AM (10 minutes), walked down and crossed 
Grose River and reached to Blue Gum at 11:20 AM. During the descent from 
Du Faur Head to Grose River one walker got leg injured. After 10 minutes break 
and we then climbed to Perrys Lookdown and reached at campground at 13:20 
PM. We had 30 minutes lunch break at campground. Due to one leg-injured 
walker we walked very slowly when returning. We reached to Da Faur Head at 
about 16:40 PM and had 10 minutes short break. It took us other 1 hour 40 
minutes to the car park of trackhead at Mount Hay Road. We walked 20.1 KM 
with 1420 meters ascent and 1431 meters descent. Four prospective members 
completed walk well. It was amazing that the leg-injured walker was able to 
complete whole course. Thanks all of you for your company.

Peter Cai

Bruno De Villenoisy
Sue Tiller
David Hou

P Members

Helen Zimmeman
Joan Ho
Zante Walker

Visitors

Yue Yuan (SHC)
Carrie Gao (SHC)
Lixin Zhang (SHC)
Stefan Bath
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27 Mar 2017 Burning Palms Loop Walk Royal NP

This was one of the few fine days in March! Departing from Otford we went to 
Bulgo Lookout where we enjoyed a fabulous view of the coastline from high 
on the ridge-top. We later enjoyed lunch at lovely Burning Palms beach before 
making our way around the rock platforms and boulders to Figure Of 8 Pool. 
The rock platforms were extremely wet from previous rains, and many areas 
were unexpectedly covered with water. We then had to concentrate carefully 
as we climbed the wet cliff and rock ledges up to the Palm Jungle track, which 
was extremely muddy and waterlogged in many places. Eventually we got back 
to Otford after a rather tougher (and damper) walk than expected, finishing a 
rather adventurous day. Photos by Rachel King

Nigel Weaver

Kim Bailey
Kerry Atkins
Misako Sugiyama
Thuy Ho

P Members

Rachel King
Hyphen Chan
Maggie Fung

28 Mar 2017 Coast Track Royal NP

Finally a dry day and no leeches! An overcast and muggy day for this long walk 
along the spectacular Royal National Park coastline with generally good views 
throughout.

This joint walk with the Bush Club saw the majority of the group walking the 
Coast Track for this first time. Plenty of track work underway with raised plat-
forms and new stairs now being started from just north of Wattamolla and 
extending through to the Bundeena end. A great improvement to overcome 
heavy track erosion from the high traffic however it does take something away 
from this awesome walk.

Apart from a fox having a drink at Curracurrang and a head-butt doing burn-
outs in the Wattamolla carpark the walk was pretty uneventful.

A great group with plenty of conversation throughout.

Robert Carter

Margaret Rozea

P Members

Megan Lewis
Nick Rutledge
Stacie Cowley
Margaret St Hill

Visitors

Ali Mahmood (BC)
Jason McCall Power 
(BC)
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